This instructional module on social aspects of aging is one in a block of 10 modules designed to provide the human services worker who works with older adults with basic information regarding the aging process. An introduction provides an overview of the module content. A listing of general objectives follows. Four sections present informative material on each of the four objectives. Topics are demographics, knowing and treating older adults as real people, alternative views of how older adults can or should age successfully, and changing roles of older adults in today's society and the history or forces behind these changes. Other contents include a summary and listings of selected readings and additional resources. (YLB)
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INTRODUCTION

This module will present to you some of the current thoughts on the social aspects of aging. In this regard, you will first learn about the demographics of aging. That is, you will learn how many adults are old, some of their characteristics, and their life expectancies. This is followed by a discussion of the ways in which older adults can be stereotyped and discriminated against, and how to avoid stereotypes and discrimination by being conscious of treating older adults as individuals and not just a member of the old age group. The changing expectations society has had on how "successful" older adults behave, and how society has moved away from a strict, single-minded view will be presented.

Finally, some historical changes that have taken place will be presented, regarding the status or importance of older adults in our society.
GENERAL OBJECTIVES

Upon completion of this module, you will:

(1) Be aware of the demographics of aging for the Province of Manitoba.

(2) Be aware of the importance of knowing and treating older adults as real people.

(3) Be able to describe alternative views of how an older adult can or should age successfully.

(4) Be aware of the changing role of older adults in today's society and the history or forces behind these changes.
The following section will present the demographics of aging for the province of Manitoba.

**DEMOGRAPHICS**

Upon completion of this section, you will be aware of the demographics of aging for the province of Manitoba.

Older adults are generally defined as those people who are over 65 years of age. If we use this definition, in Manitoba there are 121,805 older adults or 11.9 percent of the population.

This is a slightly higher percentage than you would find in Canada as a whole (where 9.7 percent are over 65 years of age) or in countries like Sweden or France.

Today, a man who is 65, on average, can expect to live 12 more years, until his 77th birthday. A woman who is 65 has a longer life expectancy. She will, on average, reach the age of 79. This is why you might see more older women than older men.
Characteristics of Our Older Adults.

A few of the patterns in older adults' lives that may be different than at younger ages are examined. Specifically, gender, marital status, living arrangements, ethnicity, education and income are examined.

At birth, there are 100 girls for every 105 boys. That's almost an equal number between the two sexes. However, because of their biology and lifestyle, men have more risks to their health throughout life, so that by age 65, women outnumber men 100 to 75. This continues
To be more uneven as the years pass, so that by age 75, there are a 100 women to every 60 men. These basic life expectancy differences, as we will further describe, mean that a number of other daily experiences are different for men and women.

Getting married was very important in the youth of older adults. Almost all older adults were once married (nine out of ten), and almost half (46 percent) are still married. Very few are legally separated or divorced. However, women are much more likely than men to become widowed. Those men, whose wives die first, have a lot more female companions to choose from, and so they are more likely to remarry than widowed women.

Since women live longer than men, married men can often live at home for a long time after getting sick. The man who grows old will probably have a wife who is healthier than he is and who can help look after him. The opposite is true for women; they are not as likely to have someone at home who can look after them. So, this makes it seem that there are more women than men who are very sick and need to get special care.

Besides being 65, another definition of being old sometimes used is "being in poor health". Sometimes people think that all adults who are over 65 are unhealthy. This is not true.
In fact, only 6.7 percent of all older Manitobans live in some form of personal care home or other kind of institution. The vast majority of older Manitobans live -- as they always have -- with their husbands or wives, with their children, or on their own. It is true that older adults are more likely to have chronic health problems than younger people, but they are not as badly affected as is usually thought.
Manitoba is a cultural mosaic (Native, British, French, German, Ukrainian, and others) of people coming from all walks of life. The following chart illustrates how many older adults are represented in each of the largest categories of ethnicity.

Percentages of those age 65 and over in the five largest ethnic groups, Manitoba, 1981.

Source: Statistics Canada Population Language, Ethnic Origin, Religion, Place of Birth, Schooling, 1981 Census (Minister of Supply and Services. April, 1984. CS93-931. Table 3, p 3-3 to 3-5)
Because of the fact that these older adults were brought up in harsh economic times (they were born before 1920), and educational systems were not as widespread, many older adults have less education than people today. In fact, about 52 percent of older adults have completed less than grade 9 education. Very few ever attended college or university (18 percent).

Some people think that older adults are a drain on society and the economy, that they consume dollars and services and do not produce anything of value for our society. Thinking about older adults this way, places them as "dependents" much as children are dependents of the producing labour force. Facts indicate, that for every older adult there are 5 adults in the labour force. Compare this with the fact that for every person under the age of 20, there are only 1.5 persons in the labour force. In these terms, older adults are much less a drain on society than children (although we have to admit that the institutional costs per old person who is ill are much greater than those per child who simply relies on society for schooling).
However, we must remember that older adults pay their own way most of the time; they are now taking the reward for their past efforts in society.

For the majority of older adults who worked at a job, they will get income from the Canada Pension Plan and perhaps some other pension or retirement income. This makes things easier than if each individual had to plan their old age income completely by themselves. The system was devised in a way so as to share retirement costs by having people contribute to it earlier in life.
In addition, in Canada we have the Old Age Pension which guarantees an income for people who have lived in Canada for at least 10 years and who are over 65 years of age. If they were unlucky in work, or unable to work, they may have a minimal existence, but it still will not necessitate living a beggarly life. Still, it is not very much money. People who rely only on this pension income are quite poor usually, so they then may apply to receive a small financial supplement from the Canadian and Manitoban governments.
The following section will present the importance of knowing and treating older adults as real people.

KNOWING AND TREATING OLDER ADULTS AS REAL PEOPLE

Upon completion of this section, you will be aware of the importance of knowing and treating older adults as real people.

Stereotyping, Discrimination and Abuse.

Some people like to tell us there aren't any differences among older adults and that 65-74 year olds act the same as those 75-84 years old. Basically, they will be different because the younger ones were children during World War I and the older ones would have been teenagers or adults at that time. One's experiences as a youth can make quite a difference to how one sees life.

Older adults are often victims of stereotyping and discrimination. Stereotyping means that you consider all older adults as being and/or behaving exactly the same way. For example, someone might say:

"All older adults talk too much" or
"All older adults are religious".

In fact, just as there are differences in younger years, some older adults are talkative at times and very quiet at other times. Some older adults are deeply religious and for others this part of life may never have been important. The Stereotypes of Aging module discusses this topic in more depth.
Discrimination is when you start to restrict someone's activities based on a stereotype you hold about them. For instance, if you think: "All older adults talk too much", you might not start a conversation with someone who looks old simply because you were afraid they would not stop talking. This would be quite unfair to the older person who may be shy and needs to be drawn out into conversation.

Sometimes, because older adults move more slowly than younger people or consider things longer before talking, we become impatient with them. That impatience
BECOMES VERY UNFAIR AS IT CAN LEAD TO OUR IGNORING OLDER ADULTS IN A PARTICULAR SETTING.

ABUSE OF THE OLDER ADULT IS A VERY IMPORTANT AND SERIOUS TOPIC IN MANITOBA. RESEARCH IN THIS AREA IS JUST BEGINNING, BUT WE ALREADY KNOW THAT MOST DISCOVERED ABUSE IS FINANCIAL (40 PERCENT), PSYCHOLOGICAL OR SOCIAL (38 PERCENT), OR PHYSICAL (22 PERCENT). ABUSE CAN BE COMMITTED BY ACTING AGAINST AN OLDER ADULT OR BY NEGLECTING THEM. IN MANITOBA, PUBLIC HEALTH NURSES AND SOCIAL WORKERS ARE MOST LIKELY TO DISCOVER ABUSIVE SITUATIONS.

EXAMPLES OF FINANCIAL ABUSE CAN BE CASHING A PENSION CHEQUE AND NOT TURNING IT ALL OVER TO THE OLDER ADULT, STEALING PROPERTY, OR OVERCHARGING FOR GOODS OR SERVICES.

THE MOST TYPICAL PSYCHO-SOCIAL ABUSE IS HUMILIATING, OR INTIMIDATING THE OLDER ADULT. LEAVING THE OLDER ADULT UNATTENDED (IF ATTENDANCE IS NEEDED), CONFINED, OR THREATENING THE OLDER ADULT IN ANY WAY, ARE OTHER EXAMPLES OF PSYCHO-SOCIAL ABUSE.

FINALLY, PHYSICAL ABUSE INCLUDES BEATING, TYING THE PERSON UP, PROVIDING INADEQUATE FOOD OR MEDICINE (OR GIVING TOO MUCH), AND NOT BEING THOUGHTFUL ABOUT POTENTIAL HAZARDS TO THE OLDER ADULT (SUCH AS SLIPPERY FLOORS OR STEPS).

ABusers TEND TO BE FAMILY MEMBERS OR SOMEONE THE OLDER ADULT LIVES WITH. THE CONDITIONS WHICH LEAD TO ABUSE MOST OFTEN ARE STRESSFUL AND ARE RELATED TO
ALCOHOLISM OR FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES.

Today, there is no easy answer as to how one should deal with a case of abuse that we might discover. Certainly having the victim and attacker seek counselling, and assisting in removing the problem that causes the abuse to happen are reasonable actions. Social workers, public health nurses, clergy and lawyers may be able to help.

Lastly, in treating older adults as real people it is important to remember that they grew up in a time when things were more formal than today. People did not use first names as much as we do now. So, calling Mrs. John Webster "Mary" may feel insulting to her. Calling her "dear" may be even worse. It is probably a good idea to call older adults by their full names until they ask you to use a more everyday name. Calling them "dear" or ignoring them is like treating them as if they are children.

**Time Perspective Of Older Adults.**

One interesting thing about older adults is that they often say they are happy with their circumstances when it does not look to us like they should be happy. For example, an older adult might be delighted with their income from the government even though it represents very little to live on. Another might be very pleased with what appears to be a fairly broken down house.
In both of the above cases, we have to remember that the older adult has a different point of comparison than we do. They may have been a labourer for the train system and earning a large salary for a number of years before the pension plan was started. Expectations were that everyone should provide for themselves by saving for retirement. Then, because of the introduction of our federal pension systems long after they started saving for retirement they realize that they still have, besides the assets and savings, a regular income that may be small but still feels like a paycheck. This, perhaps, feels like a windfall to them and makes them feel happier than a younger person with different historical experiences would.

For the other person, being able to stay in their own home, without depending on the daily help of anyone else makes them feel independent. No one telling them what hour to have breakfast or when they may go for a walk, may feel like considerable freedom to the older adult.
THE FOLLOWING SECTION WILL PRESENT THREE ALTERNATIVE VIEWS OF HOW AN OLDER ADULT CAN OR SHOULD AGE SUCCESSFULLY.

ALTERNATIVE VIEWS OF HOW OLDER ADULTS CAN OR SHOULD AGE SUCCESSFULLY

UPON COMPLETION OF THIS SECTION, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO DESCRIBE THREE ALTERNATIVE VIEWS OF HOW AN OLDER ADULT CAN OR SHOULD AGE SUCCESSFULLY.

1. **OLDER ADULTS SHOULD DISENGAGE.**

   This school of thought feels that older adults, in agreement with society at large, **should** discontinue their involvement in the work force and other contributions that they made in earlier years. It is suggested that this "withdrawal" or "disengagement" benefits the old and young alike. For older adults, it is a time to mentally and physically put their lives in order and prepare for death. For society as a whole, it sets aside a group of adults who are less able to "produce" goods with the same efficiency as younger persons who apparently need jobs more badly. There are several obvious problems or criticisms of this point of view. Firstly, it considers the rights of younger adults to be greater than the ones of older adults. Secondly, it assumes that all older adults need and want to sit back and review their lives like the final
chapter of a book. From the earlier part of this module and your own experience, it becomes clear that older adults can be very different from each other, so that there can not be one right way for them to live out their old age.

2. Older Adults Should Stay Active.

Another school of thought is that older adults should remain as active as they were in earlier years. That is, when they retire, they should take on new voluntary positions to replace their earlier paid contributions. They should work hard at maintaining their earlier level of fitness and participation in society. This view also treats people as homogeneously interested in maintaining an active lifestyle (that is, behaving exactly the same as all other older adults). Both the "Disengagement" and "Activity" views are considered out-of-date by most experts because they don't allow for individuality or creativity in particular older adults.

3. Older Adults Should See the Same Style of Life As Earlier

Today, a more popular idea of how one can live a "good life" in old age is by keeping the good aspects of earlier years near to you in old age. If you always had good social skills and enjoyed going to dances once a month, why stop? If one of your gifts was making peace between your family members, keep on doing that.
It is not always good to keep things the same. If you were a landscape architect and found that very rewarding work, you may well want to redesign your backyard and make it into a Japanese garden. Or you may want to get involved in planning a community park. If you enjoyed administrative work, you may want to take up organizing the local political volunteer squad. What you frequently can do is keep an important aspect (or the essence) of your work that made yourself happy in earlier years and apply that to the later life times.

This does not necessarily mean that there can be no change in lifestyle in later years, however, the change should be consistent with the positive aspects of earlier years.

Another important thing about older adults is what they have to offer to society. Sometimes it is easy to think of older adults as useless ... worthless ... but we need to think a little harder about why that is, and whether or not they should suffer because of our attitudes.
The following section will discuss the changing roles of older adults in today's society and the history or forces behind these changes.

Changing Roles of Older Adults

Upon completion of this section, you will be aware of the changing role of older adults in today's society and the history or forces behind these changes.

The Three Forces

A number of people tell us that the present low status given to older adults is due to the modernization of society. Specifically, there are three forces which have led to our current, fairly low appreciation of older adults.

The first is that as time has past we have developed higher educational levels and very sophisticated economic technology. Because in the last 200 years we have shifted from work roles that depended on craftsman skills and lengthy apprenticeships to training in one or two years of classroom experience, we no longer have the same level of need for apprenticeship programs. Thoroughly experienced masters of the guilds have been replaced by quick-study teachers. The wisdom of years does not seem to be valued as much today as factual knowledge. The shift to automated machines and computer-run operations in the work world make many
SKILLS UNNECESSARY. THIS REMOVES FROM THE OLDER ADULT A VALUABLE CONTRIBUTION THAT THEY COULD MAKE TO SOCIETY. IN OTHER WORDS, WE APPARENTLY HAVE FOUND WAYS OF GAINING KNOWLEDGE AND WISDOM WITHOUT THEM.

sickness. This means that instead of dying from a bout of influenza we simply are in bed for a day or two when the flu hits. Instead of having epidemics of Bubonic Plague, we see the flu "going around." The "quick" illnesses like flu are replaced by long-term illnesses like heart problems, stroke disabilities, and cancers. This means that older adults will live a longer time past the active labour force and family-raising period of life. While a longer life seems to be a good thing, it is decreasingly filled with important roles, and old age becomes associated with more chronic sickness.

A third change that has taken place is that of urbanization. As the workplace has moved away from the family farm and cottage industries, to large businesses, cities have developed and are growing larger all the time. As we become deeply involved in specialized occupations, we are more likely to move from job to job, often from the country to the city, and city to city like nomads. This means that we are likely to leave the place where we grew up, thus younger adults in our families are moving around to obtain specialized education or take on new jobs. The transient nature of today's working population means older adults also lose some contact with their grandchildren, and the ability to pass their knowledge along to that generation. They lose another "role" in this way -- they lose another aspect that once was an important part of growing old.
Planning For Old Age

This picture of how older adults are treated today compared to times long past is quite negative. It is still possible to think about the roles of older adults as important but in more specific ways. In particular, we spend more time learning to be retired. This means people in their 50s and early 60s may take retirement courses, plan to buy new leisure vehicles, become members of more clubs, and pick up an interest in hobbies that had to be neglected in earlier years. Without the pressure of the workplace and family, many couples find their marriages tested at first, but much stronger after the initial adjustment period is over.

A frequent complaint of young and middle-aged adults is that their parents are too busy, after retirement, to see them. The increasing ability to concentrate on their social lives means older adults may become more recognized in their communities as volunteers, for their political involvements, and simply being a network focus for neighbourhood news and information. So, while a lot of restrictions have been placed on older adults today, they also have a lot of new opportunities available to them.
SUMMARY

IT IS EVIDENT THROUGHOUT THIS MODULE, AND MANY OF THE OTHER MODULES IN BLOCK A THAT SOCIAL FACTORS HAVE A STRONG INFLUENCE ON THE OLDER ADULTS TOTAL WELL BEING.

THE DEMOGRAPHY OF OLDER ADULTS SHOWS A LARGER PROPORTION OF WOMAN THAN MEN ARE WIDOWED AND LIVE ON A LIMITED INCOME.

A KNOWLEDGE OF THE OLDER ADULT’S PAST LIFE EXPERIENCES WILL LEAD TO A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE OLDER ADULTS’ VIEWS AND TO AN ACCEPTANCE OF THEM FOR WHAT THEY ARE, UNIQUE INDIVIDUALS. RATHER THAN CATEGORIZING THEM INTO A LARGE HOMOGENEOUS GROUP WITH THE SAME ATTITUDES, NEEDS AND DESIRES.

OLDER ADULTS OF TODAY HAVE SEEN MORE CHANGES IN TECHNOLOGY AND STYLES OF LIVING THAN ANY OTHER GENERATION. ALONG WITH THESE CHANGES THERE HAS BEEN A REDUCTION IN THE NUMBER OF ACTIVE ROLES AVAILABLE TO THEM IN OUR SOCIETY. HOWEVER, IN RECENT YEARS MANY OLDER ADULTS ARE BECOMING MORE AND MORE CREATIVE IN HOW THEY DEVELOP THEIR PLANS FOR OLD AGE.

MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE, THIS MODULE HAS SHOWN THAT OLDER ADULTS LIKE ALL ADULTS HAVE INDIVIDUAL PERSONALITIES, INTERESTS, EXPERIENCES AND BEHAVIOURS.
SELECTED READINGS


ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

PLACE: CENTRE ON AGING
338 ISBISTER BUILDING
UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, R3T 2N2

A SERIES OF AUDIOTAPES

DESCRIPTION

AUDIOTAPE AVAILABLE ON - "GETTING OLDER: THE SOCIAL CHOICES AHEAD." PRESENTED BY DR. NATHAN KEYFITZ, ROSENSTADT, PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO; AND ELODIE PROFESSOR OF SOCIOLOGY, EMERITUS, HARVARD UNIVERSITY; LAZARUS PROFESSOR OF SOCIAL DEMOGRAPHY, EMERITUS, OSU.

DESCRIPTION


DESCRIPTION

AUDIOTAPE AVAILABLE ON "THE FAMILY AS CAREGIVERS." COMMUNITY CONCERN PRESENTED BY PHYLLIS OLSEN, CONTINUING CARE CO-ORDINATOR, INTERLAKE REGION, MANITOBA DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. RESEARCHER'S RESPONSE PRESENTED BY DR. NEENA L. CHAPPELL, CENTRE ON AGING AND DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA, MAY 5, 1983.

DESCRIPTION

AUDIOTAPE AVAILABLE ON "VICTIMIZATION OF THE ELDERLY." COMMUNITY CONCERN PRESENTED BY JANET LOCKE, CO-ORDINATOR, OLDER VICTIM ASSISTANCE SERVICE, AGE AND OPPORTUNITY CENTRE, INC. WINNIPEG. RESEARCHER'S RESPONSE PRESENTED BY DR. MIKE THOMAS, PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICE CENTRE, UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA. MAY 5, 1983.
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES CONT'D

Place: National Film Board of Canada
245 Main St.
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3C 1A7

The Business of Aging
A sobering look at the conditions that exist in many Canadian nursing homes, this documentary examines the lonely life of residents, the quality of care, and the economics of the business endeavor, be it state or privately operated.

26 minutes:35 seconds 106C0181 055

Nell and Fred
Two old people consider the pros and cons of entering an institution for the aged. Their deliberations, and the final outcome, will stimulate students to think about the psychological and social implications of such a decision, as well as the cost. Filmed in black and white.

28 minutes:05 seconds 106B 0171 023

Growing Old
Should the aged be "looked after" or encouraged to do for themselves? Is retirement healthy for everyone? This film raises many questions concerning "growing old" in urban North America and, from the practical examples shown, suggests where answers might be found. The picture is far from bleak, but even for the most able old people there are problems to be solved. From the series A Time to Consider.

15 minutes:08 seconds Colour 106C 0172 582

On Our Own
In Canada, four out of five women will live alone at some time in their adult lives; three out of five are likely to live below the poverty line. This film encourages women to plan realistically for their older years by focusing on two women: one, divorced and in her mid-fifties, the other, 95 and widowed half her life, they find themselves unprepared - both psychologically and financially - to deal with life alone. The film shows some of the community resources available to them.

26 minutes:30 seconds Colour 106C 0184 018
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES Cont'd

PLACE: NFB OF CANADA Cont'd

FOR GENTLEMEN ONLY

THIS IS A SHORT FICTIONAL FILM FOCUSING ON THE LIVES OF TWO RETIRED MEN WHO ARE RESIDENTS OF A SEEDY HOTEL IN THE DOWNTOWN AREA OF ANY NORTH AMERICAN CITY. THEIR LIVES ARE UNEXPECTEDLY EXPOSED TO CHANGE. THE FILM SHOWS HOW THEY REACT TO, AND COPE WITH THIS CHANGE.

27 MINUTES: 40 SECONDS 106C 0175 144

ALL OF OUR LIVES

ALL OF OUR LIVES EXAMINES THE REASONS WHY MANY WOMEN FACE ECONOMIC HARDSHIP AND EMOTIONAL ISOLATION IN OLD AGE. IT IS A FILM ABOUT PAST DREAMS AND, FOR THE MOST PART, ABOUT UNEXPECTED REALITIES. ELDERLY WOMEN FROM A VARIETY OF BACKGRUNDS AND CIRCUMSTANCES RECALL THEIR GIRLHOOD IDEALS, AND CONTRAST THEM WITH THE EXPERIENCE OF THEIR ACTUAL ADULT LIVES. THE FILM CHALLENGES AUDIENCES TO RE-EVALUATE THE UNDervalued AND OFTEN "INVISIBLE" WORLD OF CHILD-REARING AND WORK IN THE HOME, AND SHOWS SOME ALTERNATIVE WAYS OLDER WOMEN HAVE FOUND TO LIVE THEIR LIVES.

29 MINUTES: 55 SECONDS COLOR 106C 0183 562
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